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The Quick Reference Guide provides a snapshot of the changes that have been made in comparison to 
the previous Directors and Officers Liability Insurance product. The new offering is effective 16 August 
2010 for all new business and renewals attaching on or after this date.

Note: This information is intended as a guide only. Please review the whole document for full details  
of coverage provided.

Legend: 4 = Was included  8 = Not included

Directors and Officers Liability Insurance
Quick reference guide

SECTION OF DOCUMENT NEW  

‘Directors and Officers Liability 

Insurance’

EXISTING  

‘Directors and Officers Liability 

Insurance’

Policy Wording Reference PCUS-004208-2010 PCUS-000164-2007

Policy Wording

Introduction sections We have deleted ‘Non-disclosure 
or misrepresentation’, considering 
the potential conflict with the 
cover provided under Extension 
of Cover 18. ‘Non-Disclosure and 
Misrepresentation waiver’

8

Our Agreement

Our Agreement Re-worded for clearer intent 
around the agreement of  
payment of premium, so that 
it  does not conflict with broker 
agreements on payment

4
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SECTION OF DOCUMENT NEW  

‘Directors and Officers Liability Insurance’

EXISTING  

‘Directors and Officers Liability 

Insurance’

Insuring Clauses

1. Directors and Officers liability Reworded for clearer intent that the trigger will rely on  
‘a consequence of any claim first made’ without it conflicting 
with ‘by reason of a wrongful act’ which is addressed under 
the definition of claim

4

2. Company reimbursement Reworded for clearer intent in alignment with the ‘Directors 
and Officers liability’ Insuring Clause

4

3. Securities claims Now includes entities securities claim coverage 8

4. Overseas entity liability Now includes ‘Overseas entity liability’ for both securities claims 
against overseas subsidiaries and against insureds persons of 
these subsidiaries in restricted foreign jurisdictions

8

Definitions

Civil or bail bond expenses New definition to provide new coverage 8

Claim Enhanced for clearer intent and broader operation within the 
wording. Deleted reference to investigation noting the broader 
application of investigations costs is now not dependent upon 
an actual claim. Includes claims made to the appointed receiver 
or liquidator if one is appointed

8

Company Enhanced for clearer intent and broadened cover to include:

(c) any foundation or charitable trusts solely controlled or 
sponsored by the policyholder and any subsidiaries,

(d) in the event a bankruptcy proceeding shall be instituted 
by or against the foregoing entities, the resulting debtor-
in-possession (or equivalent status in any applicable 
jurisdiction), if any

8

Date of continuous cover Amended to incorporate the new Insuring Clauses 3 & 4 8

Deductible Amended for clearer intent 4

Defence cost Enhanced for clearer intent. Now includes reasonable fees, 
costs, charges and expenses of any accredited expert used with 
the defence of a claim

4

Deprivation of assets expenses New definition to define new coverage provided under 
Extension of Cover 5. ‘Deprivation of assets expenses‘

8

Director and officer Enhanced to include employee who is the corporate 
general counsel or equivalent or any employee acting in the 
management or supervisory capacity at the direction or request 
of a director or officer of the company and any person named 
as a prospective director in any prospectus for a public offering 
issued by the company

8

Employment claim Simplified for clearer intent and now includes any actual or 
alleged act and/or any proceeding, investigation before the 
Human Rights Commission

4

Environment event New definition to define with new coverage provided under 
Extension of Cover 7. ‘Environment mismanagement coverage’

8

Environment mismanagement 
claim

New definition to define coverage provided under Extension 
of Cover 7. ‘Environment mismanagement coverage’ which 
provides protection under all Insuring Clauses

8
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SECTION OF DOCUMENT NEW  

‘Directors and Officers Liability Insurance’

EXISTING  

‘Directors and Officers Liability 

Insurance’

Extradition claim New definition for clearer intent 8

Extradition costs Amended for clearer intent 4

Financial impairment New definition for clearer intent 8

Financial interest New definition to define with new coverage provided under 
new Insuring Clause 4. ‘Overseas entity liability’

8

Financial loss Enhanced to provide broader coverage within the wording. It 
includes cover provided by some new Extensions of Cover and 
clarification of what is not a financial loss. Clarifies that fines 
and pecuniary penalties or punitive, exemplary, aggravated and 
multiple damages, where insurable by law, are now payable up 
to the full limit of liability

4

Foreign jurisdiction New definition for clearer intent 8

Foreign policy New definition for clearer intent 8

Greenhouse gases New definition to define with new coverage provided under 
Extension of Cover 7. ‘Environment mismanagement coverage’

8

Insured person Amended for clearer intent. Now includes risk manager  
(or equivalent position)

4

International program policies New definition for clearer intent 8

Investigation Enhanced for clearer intent and broader operation within the 
wording, noting the reliance is an action commenced by an 
official body

4

Investigation cost Amended for clearer intent and broader operation within 
the wording, noting the reliance of costs incurred does not 
necessarily rely on a financial loss 

4

Judicial order New definition for clearer intent 8

Non-Executive Director Excess 
Aggregate Limit of Liability

New definition for clearer intent. Previously combined with the 
definition of Non-Executive Director Excess Limit of Liability

4

Official body Enhanced for clearer intent and broader operation. Now 
includes Royal Commission, judicial body, commission of inquiry 
or stock exchange

Clarification 

Outside entity New definition to define with new coverage provided under 
Insuring Clause 4. ‘Overseas entity liability’

8

Outside entity executive New definition to define with coverage provided under 
Extension of Cover 20. ‘Outside entity executive’

8

Prosecution costs New definition and interlocks with the new definition of an 
judicial order

8

Public relations expenses New definition for clearer intent 8

Restricted foreign jurisdiction New definition for clearer intent 8

Schedule New definition for clearer intent 8

Securities claim New definition to define new coverage provided. Covers a 
claim against the company brought by a security shareholder of 
the company or by any government agency alleging violation of 
securities law, a rule or regulation under such securities law

8

Submission New definition for clearer intent 8
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SECTION OF DOCUMENT NEW  

‘Directors and Officers Liability Insurance’

EXISTING  

‘Directors and Officers Liability 

Insurance’

Shadow director Amended for clearer intent 4

Submission New definition for clearer intent 8

US securities claim Amended for clearer intent 4

Wrongful act Enhanced for clearer intent and broader operation. Includes 
libel, slander and defamation. Also incorporates the outside 
entity in respect to Insuring Clauses 3 and 4. 

4

Extensions of Cover

1. Advancement of defence costs Positive obligation to advance the following costs, except to the 
extent that indemnity is denied for:

(a) defence costs,

(b) investigation costs,

(c) prosecution costs,

(d) civil or bail bond expenses,

(e) public relations expenses, and

(f) extradition costs

4

2. Civil or bail bond expenses Enhancement to provide cover for civil or bail bond expenses 
incurred in respect of a claim and coverage to apply up to the 
full policy limit of liability 

8

Civil penalties Removed as fines and pecuniary penalties now apply up to the 
full policy limit of liability and are covered within the financial 
loss definition

4

3. Continuous cover Enhanced for clearer intent. Does not require Zurich to have 
been the continuous D&O insurer for cover to apply

4 

4. Crisis containment Enhancement to provide cover for public relations expenses 
requirements in respect to a claim

8

5. Deprivation of assets expenses Enhancement to provide cover for the expressed deprivation 
of assets expenses of an insured person where the personal 
allowance which has been directed by the court has been 
exhausted after an interim or interlocutory order confiscating, 
freezing rights of ownership or personal assets of an insured 
person has occurred

8

6. Employment claims Enhancement to provide coverage to the outside entity executives 8

7. Environmental mismanagement 
coverage

Enhancement to provide coverage to the full policy limit 
for climate change and global warming disclosure claims, 
retaliation claims against insured persons, non-securities 
misrepresentation claims and Side A coverage claims including 
securities claims arising out of or attributable to actual or 
alleged climate change or global warming.

8

9. Excess limit of liability for  
non-executive directors

Enhancement to provide excess limit in addition to the D&O 
limit of liability for non-executive directors in excess of the limit 
of liability and all other applicable insurance or indemnification

8
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SECTION OF DOCUMENT NEW  

‘Directors and Officers Liability Insurance’

EXISTING  

‘Directors and Officers Liability 

Insurance’

10. Extended reporting period Enhancement for clearer intent now includes:

•	 trigger for non-renewal

•	 Automatic 90-day cover after expiry of period of insurance 
in the event of non-renewal or change in control

•	 policyholder shall have the right to a single extension of 
cover for 12, 24, 72 and 84 months in the event of non-
renewal or change in control. Additional premium applies

Cover enhancement

11. Extradition costs Enhancement provides cover to the full policy limit:

(a) extradition costs,

(b) fees of a counsellor or tax adviser in respect of an  
extradition proceeding,

(c) extradition costs to enable lawful spouse or domestic 
partner of insured person to attend extradition proceeding

8

12. Fines for corrupt practices Enhancement to provide coverage, to the extent we are 
not legally prohibited from doing so, for fines and penalties 
assessed against any insured person pursuant to Sections 105C 
and 105D of the New Zealand Crimes Act 1961 or the Criminal 
Code Amendment (Bribery of Foreign Public Officials) Act 1999 
or any similar law of any jurisdiction

8

13. Indemnity costs for 
shareholder derivative claims

Enhancement to provide coverage, if the company is ordered 
by a court to pay costs of the claimants in pursuing a derivative 
action against insured persons

8

14. Investigations Enhancement for clearer intent and broader operation within 
the wording and now applies up to the full policy limit of 
liability. With respect to investigations of an insured persons 
coverage provided is worldwide, whilst investigations into a 
company or outside entity, coverage provided is worldwide 
excluding USA

Investigations, but were 
sub-limited and excluded  
USA coverage

15. Joint Venture Amended that we do not excluded the joint venture partners in 
suing the insured persons by modifying the Insured v’s Insured 
carve out, apart from US claims, which is consistent with our 
approach on the overall wording 

Insured v’s Insured applied to  
all claims

16 Late arising extensions Enhancement to provide broader coverage when a new 
standard endorsement is developed mid term to which, the 
policyholder has the right, but not obligation to accept, the 
new endorsement. However does not apply when policy 
has lapsed and then operating within an extended reporting 
period, the policyholder is already under financial impairment 
or has advised us of a change in control as per Condition 4.

8

17. Marital estates Enhancement to provide coverage for claims against the 
directors domestic partner

8

18. Non-disclosure and 
misrepresentation waiver

Amended waiver of rescission rights under the policy in respect 
of non-disclosure or misrepresentation. Zurich only entitled to 
cancel for non-payment of premium

Included within the conditions
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SECTION OF DOCUMENT NEW  

‘Directors and Officers Liability Insurance’

EXISTING  

‘Directors and Officers Liability 

Insurance’

19. Occupational health and 
safety

Enhanced for clearer intent and broader operation. Now 
includes cover for investigation costs in respect to an 
investigation in relation to any alleged breach of Occupational 
Health and Safety law

4

21. Portable directors and officers 
insurance ongoing coverage

Newly added to provide coverage if a director or officer 
ceases for any reason to be a present director or officer, and 
subsequently becomes a director or officer of an outside entity.
We now provide 30 days cover, subject to the terms and 
conditions of the clause, for that director or officer as director 
of the outside entity

8

Pollution cover – defence costs Replaced with Extension of Cover 7. ‘Environment 
mismanagement coverage’

4

Pollution cover – shareholder 
direct / derivative

Replaced with Extension of Cover 7. ‘Environment 
mismanagement coverage’

4

23. Prosecution costs Enhancement to provide coverage to up to the full policy limit 
of liability for prosecution costs to enable insured person to:

(a) take legal proceedings against an official body conducting 
an investigation wherein the insured person alleges the 
official body is acting beyond power or in breach of rules of 
natural justice; and

(b) obtain discharge or revocation of a disqualification from 
managing a corporation or a judicial order

8

24. Retired directors and officers Enhancement to provide automatic 84 months extended  
cover for directors or officers who retired during the period  
of insurance

8

25. Runoff cover for outside 
executives 

Enhancement for clearer intent, and more relevant considering 
coverage provided in respect to Insuring Clause 4. ‘Overseas 
entity liability’

8

26. Runoff cover for past 
subsidiaries 

Enhancement for clearer intent. Previously silent 4

27. Tax liability Enhancement to provide coverage up to the full policy limit  
of liability where an insured person incurs personally for  
the unpaid taxes of the company due to the company’s 
financial impairment

8

Exclusions

1. Property damage and bodily 
injury 

‘for’ language Cover enhancement

2. Conduct This exclusion replaces the ‘Dishonesty exclusion’ and amended 
to remove exclusion IRO ‘any wilful breach of duty, contract, 
law or regulation committed by an insured’

4

3. Environmental event The exclusion interlocks to allow coverage provided under 
Extension of Cover 7. ‘Environment mismanagement coverage’

8

4. Insured vs Insured for  
US claims

Now only applies to US claims Cover enhancement
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SECTION OF DOCUMENT NEW  

‘Directors and Officers Liability Insurance’

EXISTING  

‘Directors and Officers Liability 

Insurance’

Initial public offering Exclusion is deleted in full and cover is provided within wording. 
Conditions apply to US initial public offering only

4

Major shareholders No exclusion 4

Outside entity executive 
– Insured vs Insured

No exclusion, apart from exclusion 4. ‘Insured vs Insured for  
US claims’

4

5. Outside entity executive – 
Prior and Pending

Enhanced additional coverage now provided for ‘Outside entity 
liability’ 

8

Personal profit / advantage This exclusion is deleted in full and incorporated within 
Exclusion 2. Conduct 

4

Pollution / radiation / asbestos This exclusion is deleted full and replaced with Exclusion 3. 
‘Environmental event’. Nil exclusion for radiation or asbestos

4

Professional liability No exclusion 4

Retroactive date This exclusion is deleted in full and incorporated within the 
‘Prior and pending’ exclusion

4

SEC / ERISA No exclusion 4

Superannuation fund trustees No exclusion 4

Terrorism No exclusion 4

War / civil war No exclusion 4

Wilful breach This exclusion is deleted in full and intent is incorporated within 
Exclusion 2. Conduct

4

Conditions

Advance payment of defence costs This condition was removed to the new enhanced Extension of 
Cover 1. ‘Advancement of defence costs and other financial loss 
(including emergencies)’

4

3. Cancellation Adjusted the refund of premium to 80% 70%

4. Change in control and public 
offering

Newly added and provides a mechanism for covering public 
offering of insured’s securities in the US

4

6. Creation and acquisition  
of subsidiaries

Enhancement now required to notify us of a new subsidiary 
within 60 days

Was 45 days

7. Deductible and Co-insurance Separate applicable deductibles arising out of:

(i) a securities claim (other than a US securities claim),

(ii) a US securities claim,

(iii) a claim (other than a securities claim or a US claim),

(iv) a US claim (other than a US securities claim),

(v) an investigation

Deductible differentiation due to 
new covers provided

10. International program policies New and allowing this wording to dovetail with any 
international program policies we issue within our Multinational 
Insurance solution for global insurance coverage.

MIP can help prevent policies from being declared non-
compliant and void by local authorities, and avoid any disputed 
claims and restitution obligations

Handled by individual 
endorsement which was not fully 
transparent upfront or promoting 
the services provided
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Zurich Australian Insurance Limited
(incorporated in Australia)
Trading as Zurich New Zealand 
ABN 13 000 296 640
AFS Licence No: 232507
55-65 Shortland Street
Auckland 1010 New Zealand

Client Enquiries 
Telephone: 0508 ZURICH
0508 987 424
www.zurich.co.nz

Zurich is proud to support 
football as an Official Partner 
of the Hyundai A-League

SECTION OF DOCUMENT NEW  

‘Directors and Officers Liability Insurance’

EXISTING  

‘Directors and Officers Liability 

Insurance’

12. Notification Amended for clearer intent and broader operation given 
notification of a claim is different to an investigation. We have 
also extended the notification period after the expiry of the 
policy to 90 days   

Was ‘soon as possible’ within the 
policy period

17. Severability and  
Non-imputation

Amended to incorporate the new Insuring Clause 4 coverage. 
Ensures the integrity of the clause so that any misrepresentation 
or non-disclosure by one insured shall not be imputed to any 
other insured remains unaltered

4

13. Order of payments Lists prioritisation of payment of covered financial loss Clarification

19. Territorial scope Amended to clarify intent and broader operation given 
Condition 10. ‘International program policies’. Also incorporates 
a reverse DIC / DIL clause in respect to the foreign policy issued, 
subject to an automatic sub-limit of $1,000,00

8

Optional Extension of Cover

Employment Practices Entity 
Coverage

This Extension of Cover is deleted in full – This policy provided 
limited coverage in respect to Employment Practices claims 
made against the Directors. Please consider our standalone 
Employment Practises Liability coverage which provides more 
comprehensive coverage for the Entity

Contact our staff for further 
information


